
tech tip gearbox technology

Gearbox technology
 
Although the gearboxes of the smallframe and largeframe engines 
differ in terms of certain details, their functional method is basically 
identical. For this reason, we cover them in a single technical text. Text 
passages which are only relevant for one of the two types of gear are 
highlighted accordingly. As the design of the Automatica / Plurimatic 
gears is fundamentally different from the other gearboxes, we have 
left them out. After a few brief definitions of the terms, on the fol-
lowing pages descriptions on the function, design and correct assem-
bly of small and largeframe gearboxes follow.

input shaft, countershaft, gear cog set … what do they mean?

With both the smallframe and the largeframe gearboxes we distingu-
ish between different term definitions: the input shaft is frequently 
also called a countershaft or full-floating axle. The gear cogs on the 
input shaft interlock with the gear cogs on the drive shaft. Together 
with the primary drive gear these components form the countershaft. 
Depending on the model, in terms of the input shaft, the length and 
diameter of the bearing seat and bushing may differ, and on the gear 
cog set, the number of teeth on the corresponding countershaft spro-
cket. The drive shaft is the axle for the rear wheel at the same time.

how does a gearbox work?

Depending on the power distribution of the engine, every gear makes 
a certain range of rideable speed available. If you go up from a low 
gear at high revs then you connect the crankshaft and rear wheel in 
a different transmission ratio. This means the engine can continue to 
accelerate in proportion with the increasing revs. The fall in revs from 
one gear to the next one up is referred to as being the ‚overlap‘. Since 
an (original) scooter provides its performance in a relatively broad ran-
ge of revs, a fall of 2000 rpm when changing gear is not generally 
any problem. With a corresponding transmission, on an engine with a 
broad performance range it is possible to make corresponding varia-
tions: from a short transmission in first gear for a solid start at the next 
set of traffic lights, to a long transmission in fourth gear for relaxed 
cruising at a moderate number of revs.

Clutch with primary gear cog

Drive shaft

Input shaft

CrankshaftGear selector

Gear selector 
3-Gear 2 arms

Gear selector 
3-Gear 4 arms

Gear selector 
4-Gear square

Gear selector 
4-Gear round

Gear selector 
4-Gear round

Gear selector 
4-Gear square

Small gear selector lesson

On the smallframe engine, the gear selector provides the traction bet-
ween the gear cog and the drive shaft. The 3-speed gears were originally 
fitted with two arm gear selector. Subsequent 3-speed engines use a gear 
selector with four arms. A four arm gear selector (square, Ø51mm) is also 

installed in the 4-speed engine. For the 4-speed models of the PK an addi-
tional – round (Ø50.2mm) – version of the gear selector is also available. 
Only a selector which fits the corresponding gearbox is able to guarantee 
perfect traction.
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Build-up smallframe gear box
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worn out gear selector worn down gear cog worn out cruciform 

clearance

For production reasons, every gearbox has a certain clearance within its 
components. Depending on how the engine is being used, this can be re-
duced, however. The radial clearance of the gear selector can be reduced 
through the DRT PK Stretta part no 4043175F gear selector, for example. 
The axial clearance of the gearbox can be altered by selecting the cor-
responding spacer washers. In this context the following rule generally 
applies: if only a limited amount of clearance exists this has a positive 
effect on the performance of the engine. However – and this is often 
forgotten – a very low level of clearance is no guarantee against faults. 
To prevent damage to the engine, make sure the components do not 
‚interconnect‘ wrongly.

Space the gears out correctly

PIAGGIO specifies a maximum installation clearance of 0.15-0-40mm and 
an extension/wear clearance of 0.5mm between the gear cogs. It is im-
portant to comply with these specifications as only a correctly distanced 
gear is able to transmit higher levels of power on a sustained basis. To 
check the axial clearance, it is necessary to use a thickness gauge, part no 
60824000. This is positioned over the last gear cog.      
The clearance can then be adjusted using cor-
respondingly thicker spacer washers.

please note! The gear cogs are positi-
oned on the drive shaft starting from 
the smallest to the third biggest 
wheel with the embossed collar side 
facing upwards. Only the collar side 
of 1st gear (= the biggest gear cog) 
faces downwards.

Why do gears slip?

An uncontrolled jumping of the gears can have several causes. The clutch 
cable may be too tight, a switch bolt may be loose, a gearbox component 
may be incorrectly installed, or the gearbox components may simply be 
worn out. A worn out gear cruciform / gear selector or worn out gear cogs 
cannot guarantee a positive transmission of power. If it is evident that the 

gear cogs are worn down then they have to be exchanged straight away. 
If not then not only will a newly installed gear cruciform / gear selector 
wear out again very quickly, you risk causing damage to your gearbox 
and your engine.



Gear / teeth centre section PX 200 old centre section PX 200 Lusso

1. gear / 57 5,50mm 6,22mm

2. gear / 42 4,96mm 4,96mm

3. gear / 38 4,88mm 5,03mm

4. gear / 35 4,85mm 6,43mm

Output shaft PX Lusso

Output shaft PX „old“
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   Assembly of the largeframe gear box 

configuring the gears correctly – Gear box pX (old) and Lusso 

The gear cogs on the old PX differ from those of the PX Lusso/T5/COSA 
solely due to the different height of their centre section (= contact surface 
into which the gear selector cruciform reaches). The output shaft of PX 
Lusso models build from 1983 onwards does not have a collar; it does in-
clude 2 retaining rings and 2 shoulder rings however. It has small recesses 
in the running groove of the gear selector cruciform. It is also possible to 
install the new generation of gears in older Rally/PX engines. To do so, it 
is necessary to replace the complete main shaft (incl. gear selector cruci-
form, gear selector cruciform bolts, locking basket, etc.), the selector box 
and also the primary reduction gear

 

 
The remaining dimensions of the gear components are normally stated 
as follows:

 
Taking the example of a gear cog for 1st gear Vespa PX, as an example, 
it looks like this:

Gear cog 57 teeth, 1st gear,  „pX Lusso“ for Vespa pX150-200 
e Lusso 2°/`98/MY/`11/cosa 150-200,  Ø 117mm, h 11mm, centre 
section: 6,22mm

‚57 teeth‘ stands for the number of gear teeth. You can also count them 
up yourself. 

Here is another example, an input shaft:

input Shaft for Vespa  p125-150X 2°/p150S 2°/p200e 2°/pX125-
200e/Lusso/`98/MY/`11/t5/cosa wheel side 15mm bearing seat Ø 
15mm bushing Ø 13mm

centre section [mm]

Ø hole [mm]Ø bearing seat [mm] Ø bush [mm]
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Secondary gear ratio and tight gear spacing

The three and/or four gears available on a scooter are called the secon-
dary gear ratio. Every gear has a specific transmission ratio which is cal-
culated as follows:

 

            : secondary gear ratio 
 :  number of teeth on the cog that is being driven (gear cog on 

the main shaft (MS))       
 :  of teeth on the cog that is being driven (gear cog of the input 

shaft (IS)) 

That means for the 4th gear of a PX 200: 

 

It means that the biggest gear wheel (21 teeth) has to turn the auxiliary 
shaft 1.66 times until the corresponding gear wheel of the 4th gear (35 
teeth) has made a complete rotation.

Type 1  
“Headlight mudguard”

Type 2  
old 125/Hoffmann

Type 3  
old largeframe

Type 4  
old largeframe 2°/ old PX

Type 5  
PX Lusso

primary largeframe  
straight toothed

primary smallframe  
helically toothed

DRT primary repair kit 
with reinforced 
cant damper springs

the gear selector cruciform in brief

Largeframe gears do not have a gear selector. Instead of this, on each 
gear shift, the so-called gear selector cruciform is positioned between the 
corresponding gear wheel, providing a frictional connection between the 
gear wheel and output shaft. Gear selector cruciforms are available in a 

range of different versions (type 1°-5°) and they can only be fitted to the 
intended model. The exact assignments of type are therefore defined in 
detail with the corresponding article.

primary transmission

There are two types of primary transmission. Standard transmissions have 
helical teeth (the teeth are cut at an angle) and a very quiet running 
noise. They are best suited to light tuning, however, as they act on the 
crankshaft and gears with lateral force, which can cause premature wear 
to the gear components of high performance engines in particular. For 
this reason most tuning manufacturers offer straight toothed primary 
transmissions which run a little louder but are more durable at high revs 
and under heavy loads. A longer primary transmission is usually only re-
quired with a huge increase in torque (e.g. bigger cylinders). If the trans-
mission is too long the engine only gets into stride properly in top gear 
when going downhill. If the transmission is too short, however, the engi-
ne revs up constantly, it also uses too much fuel and wears out a lot more 
quickly than necessary. It is similar to never changing up into fourth gear.

What do snatch dampers do?

Snatch dampers are components which slightly mitigate the effect of 
torque that suddenly occurs. Rubber components can do this just as well 
as spring assemblies. On the Vespa, springs are fitted to the primary gear 
wheel (partially one inside the other and also strengthened) which func-
tion as snatch dampers during high loads (starting up, changing gear). If 
these are worn or broken, this becomes evident with a strong jerk when 
engaging a particular gear. The forces that are exerted on the output 
shaft are so great that with insufficient snatch damping, bearings and 
other components become damaged within a very short period of time. 
New snatch damper springs are included in the Primary repair kit.

primary smallframe  
straight toothed

primary largeframe  
helically toothed
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primary gear ratio

Primary gear ratio means the first pair of gear cogs to be driven directly 
by the crankshaft. On the largeframe this consists of the angled clutch 
gear cog (driven wheel) and the primary gear cog that is riveted to the 
auxiliary shaft (driven cog). On the smallframe this consists of the small 
primary gear cog which is positioned on the crankshaft (driven cog) and 
a larger primary gear cog that is riveted to the clutch basket (driven 
cog).

The primary gear ratio is calculated as follows:

 

             : primary gear ratio 
 : number of teeth on the driven cog  
   (large primary gear cog) 
 : number of teeth on the driven cog 
   (small primary gear wheel or clutch gear cog)

This means for a Vespa PX200: 

Overall gear ratio

It is possible to calculate an overall gear ratio for every gear in the gear-
box. This reveals how often the crankshaft has to turn for one complete 
rotation of the rear wheel.

For the 4th gear, the calculation is as follows:

           : overall gear ratio  
 : primary gear ratio 
 : secondary gear ratio (here: in 4th gear)

This means for a Vespa PX200:

This means that the crankshaft has to turn 4.7 times until the rear wheel 
has completed one full rotation. The number therefore states how long 
the transmission is.

• Low numerical value = long transmission = low revs at high speeds.
•  High numerical value = short transmission = high revs at low speeds

Vespa
125 VNA/VNB1-
4T/150 VL/VB1/VBA

125 GT/GTR/TS/150 GL/Sprint/
Sprint V/P125-150X 1°

125 VNB5-6T/Super/150 VBB/125 
Super 2°/150 Super/P150S 1° 150 VGLA/VGLB/T4 150 GS/160 GS 180 SS

1. gear* 56/14* 57/12 57/13 58/12 58/12 57/12

2. gear* 50/20 54/16 52/17 52/18 54/16 53/16

3. gear* 43/27 48/20 48/22 45/25 50/20 49/20

4. gear* / 44/25 42/27 / 46/24 45/24

primary** 67/22** 67/22 67/22, GT 67/19 67/22 67/22 67/22

Vespa
P80X/PX80-100E/
PX80 E Lusso

PX ALT: 180-200 Rally/ P125-
150X2°/P150S2° PX150E/Lus-
so1°/P150S2°/ P200E/Lusso1

PX LUSSO: PX125E Lusso 2°/98/
MY/11/T5 Cosa125 

PX LUSSO: PX150-200E Lusso 
2°/98/MY/11/ Cosa150-200

Smallframe 
3-gear ***

Smallframe  
4-gear ****

1. gear* 59/10 57/12 58/12 57/12 60/10 58/10

2. gear* 55/14 42/13 42/13 42/13 54/16 54/14

3. gear* 50/19 38/17 38/17 38/17 47/22 50/18

4. gear* 47/23 36/21 36/21 35/21 / 46/22

primary** 68/20 65/23 (Rally 180: 67/22) 68/21(T5: 68/20) 68/21

***   V502°/L/R/Special V5A1-3T/V5B1-2T /90 2°/100/PK50 XL HP/N/Rush 
**** V50 S 2°/Special V5B3-4T/SR/SS /90 R/SS/100 2°/125/PV/ET3 /PK50-125/S/XL/XL2

Original gear ratios:
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1. mark ground and tyre

2. roll the tyre straight

3. mark is on the ground again

exhaust and gears

The exhaust is a decisive factor with the selection of the suitable gearbox. 
While standard systems that are based on low numbers of revs combine 
well with a longer transmission, with a shorter transmission that enables 
them to expand to the maximum, resonance exhaust systems (RES) often 
achieve a higher top speed.

If you have fitted a resonance exhaust the selection of a suitable gearbox 
is especially important. The basic function of the RES systems is to use 
the pressure wave that occurs on the opening of the outlet. On passing 
through the exhaust cone, this creates lower pressure at the outlet which 
sucks the exhaust gases out of the cylinder therefore directly supporting 
the rinsing of the cylinder with fresh mix. If the pressure wave reaches 
the counter-cone of the RES it is reflected. It arrives at the outlet again if 
the piston has closed the transfer port but not the outlet. This pressure 
wave partially pushes fresh gas that has been rinsed into the exhaust back 
through the port and ensures an overpressure occurs in the cylinder when 
the outlet is finally closed. This means that the engines compression is 
higher than actually stated by the geometric compression ratio. 

If you make use of this effect on 2-stroke engines big gains in perfor-
mance can be realised. This only occurs within a greater or lesser sized rev 
window, however. The higher this window is the higher the peak perfor-
mance, but the smaller the serviceable rev range is. So that the scooter 
remains rideable either more gears are required, or a close ration gear in 
the high speed area, so that a drop in speed leading to a slump in perfor-
mance when engaging the highest gear is avoided. At the lower speed 
range it is possible to cope with slightly bigger rev intervals as the riding 
resistances in this case are still very low due to the airstream, for example.

text: Jan Wittholz, Sticky

This means for a Vespa PX200 with 3.50-10 tyres (RC: 1357mm) in the 4th 
gear with 6000 rpm:

On the other hand it is possible to calculate the rpm at a certain speed 
with this formula: 

The rpm of out Vespa PX200 with a rolling circumference of 1357mm at 
4th gear with 100 km/h speed are:

calculate the speed using the number of revs

To calculate the speed using the number of revs the exact rolling circum-
ference of the tyre that is used is required. This has to be re-measured as 
no tyre is exactly the same as another, even if they are identified with the 
same dimensions. The best thing to do is to mark the tyre at a particular 
point and then measure the distance that it covers on the ground with 
one complete rotation. Anoraks look up the formula for the dynamic tyre 
radius in Google. The speed for a certain rolling circumference can be 
calculated using the following formula:

: Speed (km/h) 
: rev per minute 
: rolling circumference (mm) 
: overall gear ratio

The maximum possible speed is limited by the riding resistance. The 
riding resistance is made up of several different components. These 
include the frictional resistance, the air resistance, the gradient resis-
tance and the acceleration resistance. Slippage also has to be taken 
into consideration.

Vespa
125 VNA/VNB1-
4T/150 VL/VB1/VBA

125 GT/GTR/TS/150 GL/Sprint/
Sprint V/P125-150X 1°

125 VNB5-6T/Super/150 VBB/125 
Super 2°/150 Super/P150S 1° 150 VGLA/VGLB/T4 150 GS/160 GS 180 SS

1. gear* 56/14* 57/12 57/13 58/12 58/12 57/12

2. gear* 50/20 54/16 52/17 52/18 54/16 53/16

3. gear* 43/27 48/20 48/22 45/25 50/20 49/20

4. gear* / 44/25 42/27 / 46/24 45/24

primary** 67/22** 67/22 67/22, GT 67/19 67/22 67/22 67/22
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